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CALL REPORTDocument's Author: Douglas Horne/ARRB Date Created: 10/11/96 The Players Description of the 

Call Date: 10/11/96Subject: Lt. Col. DeWolfe Called Doug Horne to Cancel Meeting with ARRBSummary of the 

Call:Lt. Col. Everett DeWolfe called me today to cancel his scheduled meeting with Tim Wray and I for next 

Wednesday, October 16, since he has been unexpectedly called out of town next week on TDY business.He 

did, however, attempt to provide whatever assistance to us today that he could in response to our letter of 

August 27, 1996, as follows:-He said that in response to our request for information on flight crews for Air 

Force One and Air Force Two for 11/22/63, he had called some people in the SAM FOX alumni association who 

had Air Force One associations, and had obtained their permission to provide ARRB with their names, as 

follows:-Mr. Joe Chappell (SAM 26000 flight engineer): (307) 297-4352;-Mr. ------ Karnes: (301) 599-6671;-Mr. 

Jim Daniels (301) 868-4550;-"Swede" Hanson (SAM 26000 co-pilot): (603) 253-6953. He suggested that ARRB 

use these men for further Presidential Aircraft leads, since he has no "master list" of 1963 personnel. I asked 

him for leads at the White House Communications Agency (WHCA) which could assist ARRB with pursuing 

communications-related questions related to comms between Air Force One and Washington on 11/22/63. He 

suggested that ARRB call the WHCA Presidential Communications Unit at (301) 981-2154 to pursue our WHCA-

related issues. Lt. Col. DeWolfe said, after hearing me describe the Chuck Holmes Andrews "duty officer" 

logbook, that there is no way he could tell me anything about the log by looking at it, since he has never seen 

or heard of anything like it. He suggested that there may not be a need to meet now, since he had given us 

what information he could on the phone, but nevertheless left me with the following SAM FOX telephone 

answering machine number, in case we decide we need to contact him again or schedule a meeting: (301) 981-

6355. (There is no voice mail or answering machine connected to his office number.) END
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